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I love the sea and the sun on it when the light strike the water,
And my heart shall beat to be complete and balance out the order;
For pounding, crashing on the sand is the waves from time gone by,
As the sunshine's light from heaven above to see the beauty of the sky.

  

My eye has met and danced upon the white horses and there play,
As lingering on as sun shines it's light down, I see the end of the day;
Now the idea which goes on and on from place to place to say goodbye,
Is living loving in my mind as all does encompass the end to die.

  

As out upon the ocean where sea meets sea and sun sets and rises,
I give the heart to carry on and sail away to ocean sea horizons;
And my passion still to live and beat lives on in heart and mind,
Where the terror of the awesome fearsome sea, turns quiet and still and kind.

  

The brilliant sun so bright as bright does strike this mind of mine,
As dull meets dull in sunken treasure where the money is the reign;
For all goes on to mix and intertwine in lovely length beyond all measure,
And I am mine and mine is all as the sea and sun give the pleasure.

  

The page now lengthens and the task gets hard to beat the heart of the sea,
Where wind and wave will slave and save to show the way to me to be;
The romance of the tinkling tide that in a lash does breathe the bride,
And air is roses to sweet composers who map and chart the God abide.

  

The sun and sea is to complete for me to fulfill my wish and every dream.
Where sailing ships sail to the edge or so very close it does do seem;
And rudder and wheel and sail are wrought to travel around the whole earth,
To do as told in the story takes of men when died and life it brought.

  

Signed,
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As one ought
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